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The Adoption of Smart Residential Air Purifiers Accelerates in China
SHANGHAI, CHINA – December 7, 2015 – The Chinese smart air purifier market will grow at an incredible
pace, Innova Research concludes in a recently published market research report, entitled “The Chinese
Market for Residential Air Purifiers – 2015 Edition”, after interviewing over twenty major air purifier
makers, OEMs, and components suppliers, and other players in the Chinese air purifier value chain.
Innova Research forecast that the Chinese smart air purifier market will grow at a 57.1% CAGR from
2014 to 2019.
Home appliances are getting “smart” and so are air purifiers. According to the report, smart residential
air purifiers accounted for only 3.9% of the total air purifier shipments in China in 2014, however, the
shipment shares taken by smart air purifiers are forecast to grow to 13.7% by the end of 2019. Smart air
purifiers are those capable of auto sensing and remote controlling. They can significantly improve the
user experience. For example, users can remotely turn on the air purifiers before arriving at their homes.
Some smart air purifiers can automatically response to the air quality through embedded sensors and
ensure that the air purifiers are on only when necessary, and therefore reduce energy consumption.
The rapid growth of the Chinese air purifier market attracted many new players to enter in the past few
years, altered the existing market dynamics. Leading Chinese IT and smart phone brands such as Xiaomi
and 360.com brought the smart functions into their air purifier models in order to differentiate their air
purifiers from those made by the traditional air purifier leaders. Many traditional air purifier makers are
pushed to follow the trend and launched their own smart air purifiers.
“The adoption of smart air purifiers in China has been accelerating since leading IT brands launched
their smart air purifier models in the Chinese market.” Richard Jun Li, Vice President of Innova Research
commented, “as a result, the trend of air purifiers to get smart will bring tremendous market
opportunities for companies in the Chinese smart air purifier value chain, including air quality sensor
suppliers and wireless connectivity chip and module suppliers.”
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